
Provide Capital Records 358% Growth,
Reinforces Market Dominance

Redefining Vendor Financing: Provide Capital Launches Innovative Program, Offering Competitive

Rates and Flexible Payment Options

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, June 9, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Provide Capital, a leading

equipment financing company, announces the launch of a trailblazing equipment vendor

program that offers an impressive cashback of up to 3% to vendors for every successful referral.

This innovative initiative is part of Provide Capital's strategic expansion and mission to create

beneficial partnerships while driving growth in the sector.

Over the past year, Provide Capital has experienced an extraordinary 358% growth, rapidly

increasing its market share and solidifying its position as one of the nation's foremost vendor

equipment finance companies. This phenomenal expansion signals a significant transformation

in the equipment financing landscape, with Provide Capital leading the charge.

"Our extraordinary growth is a testament to our relentless commitment to innovation, our

unwavering focus on delivering client-centric financing solutions, and our agile adaptability in a

rapidly evolving business landscape," said Sam Wilson, VP of Provide Capital. "Our steadfast

dedication to empowering our partners takes center stage with the introduction of our

groundbreaking vendor program."

The unique selling point of Provide Capital lies in their ability to offer competitive rates starting

as low as 5.49% with no down payment options, and deferred payment plans. This flexible

approach is a testament to Provide Capital's dedication to offering tailored solutions that meet

vendors' specific needs.

"We understand that every business is unique, with different goals and financial circumstances.

Therefore, we strive to offer the most flexible financing solutions that cater to their individual

needs," said Robert Barnes, CMO of Provide Capital. "Our rates, combined with our no down

payment options and deferred payment plans, are a manifestation of this commitment."

With this new equipment vendor program, Provide Capital is redefining industry standards,

promoting symbiotic relationships between itself and its partners. Vendors stand to gain

tremendously from the cashback rewards program, opening up an additional stream of revenue,

thus fostering sustainable growth.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://providecapital.com/


"We're always exploring ways to enrich our relationships with vendors, and this cashback

program exemplifies our dedication to shared success," said Jess Morris, VP of Sales at Provide

Capital. "Our vision is to create a robust network of vendors, driving value for them, their

customers, and us."

Provide Capital's accelerated growth and innovative financing solutions are challenging industry

norms and setting the standard for customer-focused, flexible financing. The launch of this

rewarding cashback program underscores Provide Capital's commitment to providing

exceptional value to its partners and marks a significant milestone in their relentless pursuit of

business excellence.

In conclusion, Provide Capital's unprecedented growth, highly competitive rates, flexible

payment options, and innovative cashback program are indicative of the company's

determination to provide superior value and redefine industry standards. The future holds

immense promise for Provide Capital and its partners, making this the ideal time for vendors to

explore the rewarding opportunities that Provide Capital has to offer.

For more information, visit www.providecapital.com.

About Provide Capital:

Provide Capital is a pioneering equipment financing company based in Los Angeles, CA. Known

for its innovative solutions and customer-focused approach, Provide Capital offers a range of

tailored financing options to meet the specific needs of businesses across the nation.
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